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Outline:

1. Why use graphics?

2. Types of graphics.

3. Disinformation: use of graphics to distort the truth.

4. Principles of graphical excellence: do’s and don’ts.

5. Two examples showing impact of graphics on real-world events:

• London cholera epidemic of 1854

• Challenger (space shuttle) explosion 1986



1. Show data efficiently

2. Aid inferential reasoning

3. Make large data sets coherent and relational

4. Can illustrate dynamic changes in data

Graphics are useful because they:
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Graphics are useful because they…

5.    Reveal data!



Anscombe’s quartet:



Anscombe’s quartet:



What properties can we visually perceive changes in?

• Length

• Area

• Volume

• Shape

• Position

• Color

• Angle

• Other?



Types of graphs used to convey scientific information:

1. Line graphs

2. Bar graphs

3. Two, or multi-variable relational graphs

4. Signaling pathway and flow diagrams

5. Gene expression data, e.g. heat maps, microarrays

6. Sequence/homology data  (gene ‘anatomy’)

7. Gene mapping  (regions and proteins)

8. Ribbon diagrams (3D molecular structure)

9. Venn diagrams

10. Pie charts



General categories of graphs:

• Data maps  

• Relational / correlational

• Narrative 
– Time-series

– Flow chart
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Data map: U.S. COVID-19 risk levels by state, May 25, 2022



U.S. COVID-19 risk levels by county: 



Same type of data map, but here the use of color is less intuitive and, therefore, less effective:



Heatmaps show relative changes by using a combination of colors and shading:



General categories of graphs:

• Data maps  
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• Narrative 
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Relational graph: dose-response curve



Concentration-response curve: dilation of isolated pressurized mesenteric arteries to acetylcholine (ACh):

From: Hurliman et al, Endocrinology 156(11): 4071-4080, 2015



Correlational graph:  evaluation of relationship between two variables



“Emotional relational”



Relationship between body and brain mass in different species:



Categories of graphs

• Data maps  

• Relational / correlational

• Narrative 
– Time-series

– Flow chart



The life cycle of a Japanese beetle:



Time series: Canadian stock market 1997-2021



Napoleon’s disastrous Russian campaign of 1812:

Belarus

Russia
Latvia

Poland

Lithuania



Charles Joseph Minard (1781-1870):  The fate of Napoleon’s army in Russia in 1812: 

“…may well be the best statistical graphic ever drawn.”  Tufte, 1983



Categories of graphs:

• Data maps  

• Relational / correlational

• Narrative
– Time-series

– Flow chart





Flow charts should flow: this one doesn’t!



How graphs can deceive:

• Distortion / de-quantitation

• Out-of-context presentation

• Inappropriate scaling

• Inappropriate perspective

• Spurious correlation



Distortion / de-quantitation:

Lie Factor  = Size of effect in graph / Size of effect in data…should be 1, but here it’s 14.8.

As shown, the 27 ½ mpg dimension scaled against the 18 mpg value = 266 mpg!



Use of area (2D) to show one dimensional data:



Use of area (2D) to show one dimensional data:

The area of the 1978 dollar should actually be about twice as big as drawn.



Out-of-context presentation (cherry-picking data):





Inappropriate scaling (manipulating the Y-axis):



How scaling, graph type, and presentation can be used (or abused) to convey information:



Team C Team A

Team B

Pie charts should be used to show the relationship between parts of the whole, 
not compare different sets of data - here, the winning percentage of three teams:



Data distortion by using an inappropriate perspective:

Prevalence of the major religions in the world



Spurious correlation:



Principles of graphical excellence:

1. Well-designed presentation of interesting data – a 
matter of style, substance and statistics.

2. Complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision 
and efficiency.

3. Graphic provides the greatest number of ideas in the 
shortest time with the least ink (high “data-ink ratio”).

4. Requires telling the truth about the data…numerical 
integrity.



From Tufte, Envisioning Information 



Poor (non-intuitive) design:



“Chart junk”:





Chart-junk + excessive labeling:



Design: does the width of the bars or the shading convey any information?





…got that?

Design: excessive busy-ness

Mechanisms of vascular contraction:



Sometimes, complicated is not bad if the graph is well-designed:





Expression of data analysis: labeling statistical differences



Stratification of multiple means using letters:



… or symbols:



Last but not least, choice of how data are presented: importance of normalization:

Source: CDC and ABC News



Last but not least, choice of how data are presented: importance of normalization:

Source: CDC and ABC News



Two historical examples of how graphics were (or were not) used well:

• Dr. John Snow’s solving the cause of the 1854 London cholera pandemic

• Explosion of the Challenger space shuttle on January 28, 1986



Dr. John Snow’s dot map, showing location of deaths from cholera and location of water 
pumps during the London, September 1854 epidemic:





Cheers!



The NASA Challenger space shuttle explodes 73 s after blast-off on January 28, 1986:







Field joint O-rings are designed to prevent leakage of fuel during thrust phase:



O-ring damage index as a function of ambient temperature: 
a page from the actual NASA data summary



O-ring damage index as a function of ambient temperature shown in graph form:



Photos of the launch pad on the morning of the Challenger mission blastoff: 



The physicist Richard Feynman got it right;  
why didn’t NASA?



Thank you!


